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ABSTRACT 
Predictions of viewer affective response to video are an important 
source of information that can be used to enhance the performance 
of multimedia retrieval and recommendation systems. The devel-
opment of algorithms for robust prediction of viewer affective 
response requires corpora accompanied by appropriate ground 
truth. We report on the development a new corpus to be used to 
evaluate algorithms for prediction of viewer-reported boredom. 
We make use of crowdsourcing in order to address two shortcom-
ings of previous affective video corpora: small number of annota-
tors and gap between annotators and target viewer group. We 
describe the design of the Mechanical Turk setup that we used to 
generate the affective annotations for the corpus. We discuss spe-
cific issues that arose and how we resolve them and then present 
an analysis of the annotations collected. The paper closes with a 
list of recommended practices for the collection of self-reported 
affective annotations using crowdsourcing techniques and an out-
look on future work. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis 
and Indexing 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Measurement, Design, Experimentation, 

Keywords 
Affective computing, multimedia benchmarking, internet video 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Developing video processing algorithms capable of predicting 
viewer boredom requires suitable corpora for development and 
testing. This paper reports on the development of the MediaEval 
2010 Affect Task Corpus for boredom prediction of Internet 
video. Standard limitations on viewer affective response annota-
tion are overcome by making use of crowdsourcing. Using Me-
chanical Turk (MTurk), we rapidly gather self-reported boredom 
scores from a large user group that is demographically diverse and 
also represents our target population (Internet video viewers).  

Ultimately, our boredom-prediction algorithms will be used to 
improve multimedia retrieval and recommendation. Relatively 
little research has investigated topic-independent factors that con-
tribute to the relevance of multimedia content to the user informa-
tion need. In the area of text-based retrieval, incorporation of 
quality information has been used to improve results, as, for ex-
ample in [14]. Our larger goal is to extend such techniques to 
multimedia information retrieval and recommendation.  

 

We focus on viewer affective response, and in particular on bore-
dom, as a reflection of perceived video quality. We are also inter-
ested in variation of affective response among viewers that will 
help us to develop recommendation and retrieval systems that 
incorporate information on personal preference. 

Our starting point is a set of specifications that our corpus was 
required to fulfill. The annotation process needed to control as 
much as possible for extraneous effects, such as reaction of the 
annotators to the topic of the video, tiredness or underlying mood 
of the annotators. We wanted to have a relatively large number of 
annotators for each video, but also a certain number of annotators 
who annotated the whole collection. We wanted to avoid violating 
copyright law in order to be able to license our corpus for public 
use the MediaEval 2010 benchmark. Finally, we had limited re-
sources to invest in corpus development. After a short section on 
to related work, this paper describes the MediaEval 2010 Affect 
Task and then the MTurk task that was used to annotate the Affect 
Task Corpus. We discuss how we fulfilled the specifications of 
the corpus and met other challenges arising along the way. Fi-
nally, we present an analysis of the collected annotations and we 
distill our experience into a list of recommendations for using 
crowdsourcing for viewer affective response annotation.  

2. RELATED WORK 
There are two notable efforts by psychologists to create standard 
affective video corpora for emotional studies [8][6]. In both stud-
ies, movie excerpts extracted from Hollywood movies were used. 
Because only the time codes of the excerpts and their description 
are published, the datasets are difficult to re-use. Moreover, use of 
copyrighted video material depends on the regulations of individ-
ual countries. In general, it cannot be shared between researchers 
or shown to the public for purposes of conducting experiments, 
gathering annotations or demonstrating systems. 

The research in the field of multimedia content analysis for affec-
tive understanding of videos lacks significant user studies and 
only relies on the feedback from limited number of participants 
[5][10][13]. Multimedia corpora with affective annotations make 
it possible to investigate interesting research questions and de-
velop useful algorithms, but are time-consuming to generate. The 
number of participants contributing annotations is a significant 
factor that limits their usefulness. We describe the 2009 Affect 
Task in the VideoCLEF (now called MediaEval) benchmark [5] 
as an example of such a case. The 2009 Affect Task involved 
narrative peak detection – automatic identification of points 
within a video at which users experience a heightened sense of 
dramatic tension. Narrative peak detection is related to highlights 
detection in sports videos cf. [2], but cannot rely on the presence 
of audience reaction (the roar of the crowd) in the video. The 
2009 Affect Task corpus contains 45 eight-minute videos that are 
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documentaries on the visual arts, hosted by a well-known Amster-
dam professor, Henk van Os. Three assessors watched each video 
in its entirety and marked the start and end points of the segments 
that they identified to be the top three narrative peaks. The annota-
tion is necessary time-consuming. In order to understand peaks 
against the background of their narrative context, it is necessary to 
watch the video as a whole. Generally, annotating the videos took 
2-3 times the run-time of the video. In the 45 videos, there were 
only 22 peaks that all three assessors identified as among the top 
three. Although the agreement might have been higher, had we 
examined a longer top-N list, the annotations generated strongly 
suggest that there is a personal component determining where 
viewers perceive narrative peaks. In order to gain a deeper under-
standing of this component it would be necessary to have more 
than 3 assessors watch the entire video set. Moreover, assessors 
reported a familiarity effect. Their sensitivity to narrative peaks 
developed the more of Prof. van Os’ material that they watched. 
The familiarity effect seemed to be related to a better understand-
ing and appreciate the narrator’s style, e.g., sense of humor. More 
annotations are necessary in order to understand better how affec-
tive response changes or develops with familiarity. 

To our knowledge there has been only one effort to gather online 
affective annotations with a large set of participants [11]. During 
that study more than 1300 annotations from 40 volunteer partici-
pants were gathered for 155 video excerpts extracted from Holly-
wood movies. Although the number of participants is among the 
largest population size in its kind, the dataset is not redistributable 
due to the copyright violations issues. The participants who usu-
ally volunteer to participate in academic studies are from a certain 
age group and limited geographical locations or cultural back-
ground. In the current dataset, both copyright problems and popu-
lation size and diversity are addressed.  

3. AFFECT PREDICTION TASK 
The MediaEval 2010 Affect Task involves automatically predict-
ing the level of user boredom for a video.  The Affect Task is 
running in 2010 within the MediaEval benchmarking initiative 
[5], which offers tasks to the multimedia research community that 
help consolidate and synchronize research effort and concentrate 
it on forward-looking, challenging research areas. Research 
groups build systems that predict affect and test them on the Af-
fect Task Corpus. For the purpose of the Affect Task and related 
research, we adopt a fairly simply definition of boredom. We take 
boredom to be related to the viewer's sense of keeping focus of 
attention and to be related to the apparent passage of time [4]. We 
understand boredom to be a negative feeling associated with 
viewer perceptions of the viewer-perceived quality (viewer ap-
peal) of the video being low.  

We are interested in studying two aspects of viewer-reported 
boredom. First, the 2010 Affect Task corpus will be used to inves-
tigate universal aspects of user boredom. On the Internet, certain 
videos emerge as being more popular than others (as reflected by 
views, links or viewer-contributed ratings). This popularity can be 
taken as a reflection of an underlying consensus of an inherent 
quality of the video, i.e., in some sense it is “worth watching.” If 
this quality is at least in part related to the video content, then we 
believe that it is worthwhile investigating the extent to which it 
can be predicted using automatic methods. We know that Internet 
videos differ not only in subject material, but also with respect to 
other factors. Among the factors that influence the creation proc-
ess of a video are: novelty of videographic style, resources avail-

able, production skill of the film maker and amount of care in-
vested in planning and realization. 

Second, the corpus will be used to investigate personal variation. 
Affective reaction to video content differs widely from viewer to 
viewer. We are interested in determining if it is possible to build 
user-specific models for prediction of self-reported boredom. 
Additionally, we would like to investigate whether affective reac-
tion can be modeled at a level between the universal and the per-
sonal. In other words, we would like to determine whether predic-
tive models can be built for certain groups of users.  

The dataset selected for the corpus is Bill’s Travel Project, a 
travelogue series called "My Name is Bill" created by the film 
maker Bill Bowles (http://www.mynameisbill.com/). The series 
consists of 126 videos between two to five minutes in length. This 
data was chosen since it represents the sort of multimedia content 
that has risen to prominence on the Internet. Bill’s travelogue 
follows the format of a daily episode related to his activities and 
as such is comparable to “video journals” that are created by 
many video bloggers.  We believe that results of investigations on 
Bill’s Travel Project will extend to other video bloggers, and also 
perhaps to other sorts of semi-professional user generated video 
content. Because we are interested in aspects of the data that are 
independent of topic and genre, we were careful to choose data 
related to the same topic (travel) and genre (video blog). Further, 
the fact the video predominantly involves only a single speaker 
(Bill) helps to abstract away from personal preferences of the 
viewer that might be based on the gender or appearance of the 
central figure(s) rather than on the content of the video. The focus 
is kept squarely on pacing, narrative devices and manner of pres-
entation. Finally, since the video is not Creative Commons li-
censed we contacted Bill, who kindly granted us permission to use 
it for the Affect Task. In this way, we were able to develop the 
corpus without concerns about copyright violations. 

The relationship of the 2010 boredom prediction task to the 2009 
narrative peak predication task also requires a note of explanation. 
We would like to investigate if there is a relationship between 
affective reactions within the video (i.e., their magnitude and tim-
ing) to the overall appeal of the video for users. As a result of the 
experience with the creation of the 2009 corpus, in 2010, we will 
be investigating possible “familiarity” effects in viewer-reported 
affective response. In other words, we are interested in whether 
there is a trend in viewer’s reactions to Bill’s videos as they grow 
more acquainted with his material. Specifically, we would like to 
know whether viewers report increasing boredom as they watch 
more of Bill’s material or whether we find evidence a “fan of 
Bill” effect, namely, that they report less boredom with growing 
familiarity with Bill, his journey and his personal style. 

The participants carrying out the Affect Task in MediaEval 2010 
are various international research groups involved in multimedia 
information retrieval and affective computing research. The 
groups are free to design their own algorithms for automatic bore-
dom detection and can make use of features derived from the vis-
ual channel, audio channel or speech recognition transcripts. 
Speech recognition transcripts were supplied with the corpus and 
generously donated to the benchmark by ICSI and SRI Intera-
tional [12]. Groups approach the tasks in multiple ways. Gener-
ally, they first formulate an idea of what properties of the video 
contribute to user perceived boredom and then build a model that 
captures these properties. In a typical model, the focus is on prop-
erties of the video related to production, for example the cutting or 
audio mixing, but they also include a wide range of factors.  
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We were also able to formulate theories about the sources of pos-
sible viewer interest in the video by interviewing Bill Bowles 
concerning the strategies that he makes use of as a film maker to 
add interest to his videos. In particular he mentioned, that he 
keeps shots short (< 1 minute), he varies the rhythm of the shot 
length, he doesn't make the videos any longer than necessary and 
he varies between close ups and distance shots. Finally, and per-
haps presenting the biggest challenge to capture in an automatic 
algorithm, he attempts to continuously surprise his viewer with a 
novel approach to his subject material. For example, he switches 
his role (e.g., between observer, interviewer and commentator) 
and uses word play and comic devices. Bill also mentioned that 
how he makes the video is affected by his own mood at the time. 
This point is not relevant for the Affect Task, which deals with 
viewer-reported mood, but is an interesting vista for future work. 

4. DESIGN OF CROWDSOURCING TASK 
We approached the design of the MTurk task by first reading 
crowdsourcing literature, for example [3], searching for informa-
tion the Internet on the subject of using MTurk and reflecting on 
our past experience collecting annotations online. We decided for 
a two-step approach. The first step was the pilot that consisting of 
a single micro-task (HIT) involving one video would be used for 
the purposes of recruiting and screening MTurk users (referred to 
as “workers”). The second step was the main task and involved a 
series of 125 micro-tasks, one for each of the remaining videos in 
the collection. We discuss each step in turn. 

4.1 Pilot 
The pilot contained three components corresponding to qualities 
that we required of our recruits. The first section contained ques-
tions about the personal background (age, gender, cultural back-
ground). We made judicious use of MTurk’s ability to block 
workers from certain countries in order to maintain the overall 
balance. The second section contained questions about viewing 
habits: we asked the workers if they were regular viewers of In-
ternet video. The third section tested their seriousness by asking 
them to watch the video, select a word that reflected their mood at 
the moment and also write a summary. The summary constituted a 
"verifiable" question, recommended by [3]. The summary offered 
several possibilities for verification. Its length and whether it con-
tained well-formulated sentences gave us an indication of the 
level of care that the worker devoted to the HIT. Also, the descrip-
tive content indicated to us whether the worker had watched the 
entire video, or merely the beginning. We also checked serious-
ness by ensuring that workers did not complete the HIT faster 
than the run-time length time of the video. A final question en-
quired if they were interested in further HITs of the same sort. We 
were interested in deflecting the attention of the worker away 
from the main goal of the task, i.e., collecting affective annota-
tions. For this reason we placed the summary box prominently in 
the HIT. We also believe it was an effective distracter since it was 
the element of the HIT that was the longest and most intellectually 
challenging to answer. 

4.2 Main Task 
We chose the workers for the main task from the participants of 
the pilot by considering the quality of their description and choos-
ing a diverse group of respondents. The qualification was only 
granted to the participants who answered all the questions com-
pletely. We invited workers to do the main study by sending them 
an invitation e-mail invitation via their ID number on the MTurk 
platform. The e-mail informed the users that we had assigned 

them our MTurk qualification. Use of a qualification serves to 
limit those workers that carry out the HIT to invitees only. Each 
HIT in the main study consisted of three parts. In the first part, the 
workers were asked to specify the time of day, which gave us a 
rough estimate of how tired they were. Also the workers were 
asked to choose a mood word from a drop down list that best ex-
pressed their reaction to an imaginary word, such as those used in 
[7]. The mood words were pleased, helpless, energetic, nervous, 
passive, relaxed, and aggressive. These questions gave us an es-
timate of their underlying mood. In the second part, they were 
asked to watch the video and give some simple responses. They 
were asked to choose the word that best represented the emotion 
they felt while watching a video from a second list of emotion 
words in the drop down list. The emotion list contained Ekman six 
basic emotions [1], namely, sadness, joy, anger, fear, surprise, 
and disgust, in addition to boredom, anxiety, neutral and amuse-

ment, which cover the entire affective space, as defined by the 
conventional dimensions of valence and arousal [9]. The emotion 
and mood word lists contained different items, which were in-
tended to disassociate them for the user. Next, they were asked to 
provide a rating specifying how boring they found the video and 
how much they liked the video, both on a nine point scale. Then, 
they were asked to estimate how long the video lasted. Here, we 
had to rely on their full cooperation in order not to cheat and look 
at the video timeline. Finally, they were asked to describe the 
contents of the video in one sentence. We emphasized the descrip-
tion of the video rather than the mood word or the rating, in order 
to conceal the main purpose of the HIT. Quality control of the 
responses was carried out by checking the description of the video 
and also by ensuring that the time that they took to complete the 
HIT was reasonable. 

4.3 Issues and solutions 
The most important issue with the MTurk task arose because we 
needed each worker to finish all 125 videos. In the invitation to 
the main task we named the total sum workers would earn by 
completing all 125 HITs as an enticement, but we also mentioned 
that we would only accept the HITs if they completed all 125. 
Approximately half of the workers we invited to do the task re-
sponded positively to this arrangement. Many wrote personal e-
mails with specific questions or asking for assurances from our 
side that we would accept their HITs. The personal communica-
tion with the workers was a key factor in collecting the annota-
tions. We were surprised at workers’ willingness to give up their 
anonymity by writing us e-mails and also revealing to us their 
worker IDs. Many also mentioned their base location in their e-
mails. This evolving openness gave us more confidence in trusting 
the original demographic information collected in the pilot, since 
by revealing their identities the workers showed themselves will-
ing to provide us with the opportunity to verify at least some of 
the personal information provided in the pilot. We noticed that 
many workers were not willing to make the commitment to do all 
125 HITs. Building trust was very important. It quickly became 
clear that some workers were reluctant to risk starting on the se-
ries out of fear that we would reject their hits and ruin their repu-
tations on MTurk. Receiving the payment seemed to be secon-
dary. We noticed that at least one person really appreciated that 
completing the whole series gave them a substantial goal to work 
for and that the sum that they earned could then be used to buy a 
particular book. Personal communication via e-mail was essential 
when the video server that we were using developed a technical 
problem and the videos did not load. We fielded many e-mails on 
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those days, and on the whole were surprised at the patience that 
and cooperative spirit of the workers in the face of the problems. 

5. ANALYSIS OF ANNOTATIONS 
Our pilot HIT was initially published for 100 workers and finished 
in the course of a single weekend. We re-published the HIT for 
more workers when we realized we needed more people in order 
to have an adequate number of task participants. Only workers 
with the HIT acceptance rate of 95% or higher were admitted to 
participate in the pilot HIT. In total, 169 workers completed our 
pilot HIT, 87.6% of which reported that they watch videos on the 
Internet. We took this response as confirmation that our tasks 
participants were close to the target audience of our research. Out 
of 169 workers, 105 were male and 62 were female and two did 
not report their gender. Their age average was 30.48 with the 
standard deviation of 12.39. The workers in the pilot HITs identi-
fied themselves by different cultural backgrounds from North 
American, Caucasian to South and East Asian. Having such a 
group of participants with a high diversity in their cultural back-
ground would have been difficult without using the crowd-
sourcing platforms. Of the 169 pilot participants, 162 had interest 
in carrying out similar HITs. Of the interested group, the 79 
workers were determined to be qualified and assigned our task-
specific qualification within MTurk. This means only 46.7% of 
the workers who did the pilot HIT were able to answer all the 
questions and had the profile we required for the main task.  

In total, 32 workers have participated and also annotated more 
than 60 of the 125 videos in the main task HIT series. This means 
only 18.9% of the participants in the pilot and 39.0% of the quali-
fied participants committed to do the main task HIT series seri-
ously. Of this group of 32 serious participants, 18 are male and 11 
are female with ages ranging from 18 to 81 (average 34.9; stan-
dard deviation 14.7).  

To evaluate the quality of the annotations, the time spent for each 
HIT was compared to the video length. In 81.8% of the completed 
HITs the working duration for each HIT was longer than the video 
length. This means that in 18.2% of the HITs the workers did not 
follow the instructions. Also, their reported perception of the time 
is invalid. This shows the importance of having workers with the 
right qualifications and trustworthy pool of workers in annotation 
or evaluation hits. Even after the pilot task and disqualifying 60% 
of the first participants, 16 participants or 39.0% of our final pool 
did not watch at least 10% of their submitted HITs’ videos com-
pletely. Rejecting those HITs reduced the number of workers who 
carried out more than 60 videos in the main series of HIT to 25 
from which 17 are male and 8 are female ages ranging from 19 to 
59 (average 33.9, standard deviation 11.8).  

Three questions were asked about each video to assess the level of 
boredom. First, how boring the video was on nine-point scale 
from the most to the least boring. Second, how much the user 
liked the video on the nine-point scale and third how long the 
video was. Boredom was shown to have on average a strong nega-
tive correlation, != - 0.86 with liking scores. The time perception 
did not show a significant correlation for all users and it varied 
from 0.4 down to -0.27. Although positive correlation was ex-
pected from boredom scores and the perception of time seven 
participants’ boredom scores have negative correlation with the 
time perception.  

The correlation between the order of watching the videos for each 
participant and the boredom ratings was also examined. No posi-
tive linear correlation was found between the order and boredom 

score. This means that watching more videos did not increase the 
level of boredom and in contrary for 2 of participant it decreased 
their boredom. Additionally, the correlation between the video 
length and boredom scores was investigated. No positive correla-
tion was found between the boredom scores and videos’ duration. 
We can conclude that the lengthy videos are not necessarily per-
ceived as more boring than the shorter videos. 

To measure the inter-annotator agreement, the Spearman correla-
tion between participants’ pairwise boredom scores was com-
puted. The average significant correlation coefficient was very 
low ! = 0.05. There were even cases where the correlation coeffi-
cients were negative, which shows complete disagreement be-
tween participants. For each worker we then grouped videos into 
two rough categories, above and below the mean boredom score 
of that worker. We computed the average pair-wise Cohen’s 
kappa for these categories and here found only slight agreement (" 
= 0.01). We also compared agreement on the emotion words 
workers associated with viewers. Here, again Cohen’s kappa indi-
cated only slight agreement (" = 0.07). The strong correlations 
suggest that it is indeed important to investigate personalized ap-
proaches to affective response prediction. 

 

Figure 1 The mean absolute difference (on the vertical axis) 

versus number of participants. 

One of the key questions in such studies is the number for partici-
pants for a significant result. In order to address this question, the 
situation of having fewer participants was simulated and the mean 
absolute difference with the final average was computed (see Fig-
ure 1). In this simulation, participants were randomly drawn and 
added to the pool of participants with the pool size of one to the 
maximum possible size of 25. This random simulation was per-
formed 1000 times and the mean absolute difference between the 
participants’ average annotations and the average scores of all 25 
participants were computed. As it can be seen in Figure 1, with 10 
participants the difference between the averaged scores is smaller 
than 5% of the possible range, 0.05#8= 0.4. Although the gain of 
having more participants gets smaller after 10, in the real world 
applications a larger pool of annotators is always a valuable asset 
for information retrieval and recommendation studies. 

6. BEST PRACTICES  
Crowdsourcing using MTurk provided an effective means of col-
lecting the viewer affective response annotations needed to create 
a corpus to be used in the development of automatic prediction of 
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viewer reported boredom. Our experience can be distilled into a 
list of recommendations that will enable the development of addi-
tional such corpora to proceed smoothly. 

• The MTurk task should consist of two steps, the first identifies 
appropriate workers to invite and the second involves the gen-
eration of the annotations. 

• For a long HIT series tasks, invite five times as many workers to 
do the pilot as you wish to have complete the main task. 

• Expect that up to 75% of the workers you will invite will not be 
interested in carrying out a HIT that has the feeling of tradi-
tional "work", i.e., requires a long time commitment. In the invi-
tation e-mail, specify a date by which they need to reply so that 
you can disinvite them and invite others if necessary. 

• Consider breaking down long HIT series into packages and 
giving a small reward to the completion of individual packages 
in addition to a larger bonus for completing the whole series in 
order to prevent fatigue of the workers. 

• As suggested by [3], we use multiple methods to verify that the 
workers are doing a good job on the question, for example, as a 
verifiable question and also check time. 

• Include dummy questions to veil the purpose of the HIT. 

Establishing trust with workers is a key factor in getting the same 
users to do a long HIT series. It is important to remember that 
they are concerned about maintaining their reputation on MTurk. 
Trust can be built by accepting HITs as quickly as possible and 
also being prompt with the bonuses. We suggest making the pay-
ment for each HIT very small and then accepting the HIT rela-
tively indiscriminately. Workers who complete the entire series 
and do it well then receive the bonus. Effort invested in establish-
ing trust accumulates since users exchange information on re-
questers on Turker Nation (http://www.turkernation.com/) con-
cerning the HITs and the bonuses rewarded. 

Our future work will concentrate on scaling up to be able to col-
lect annotations for a larger set of videos with less intervention on 
our part. We now realize that for long HIT series, such as the ones 
necessary for a single person to annotate many videos, MTurk 
does not “run by itself”, but rather requires constant attention in 
terms of contacting workers and answering e-mail. In the future, 
we plan to be highly active during the initial stage of our main 
task to help speed up the process. In the future, we would like to 
develop a more complex pilot HIT that provides a more effective 
recruitment tool for workers. We are considering including more 
videos in the pilot HIT, or implementing a two-stage pilot, involv-
ing two HITs. A key factor here might be to use the MTurk API 
more extensively to achieve a higher level of automation. Ad-
dressing a practical problem, we would also like to work on de-
veloping a mechanism to deal elegantly with the failure of exter-
nal resources. If a video fails to load, then the HIT is lost for the 
worker and needs to be manually reinitiated. The speed of the 
response depends on the amount of the reward offered. We paid 
viewers US $37.50 for watching 125 short videos. Paying less 
might have been possible. It would be worthwhile to determine if 
we can offer lower rewards without compromising quality. We 
also would like to investigate the bias introduced into the system 
by the fact that a certain type of personality is attracted to MTurk 
tasks and in particular to our Affect Task. Finally, we would like 
to move from boredom detection to other affective annotations. 
Our experiences with the MediaEval 2010 Affect Task Corpus 
suggest that crowdsouring is a valuable technique to collect affec-
tive annotations and we have just begun to tap its potential. 
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